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Abstract 

This study utilizes the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in the selection of an optimal niche or category of videos for 

maximizing view count. The main income from videos is derived from RPM, which is a set amount per thousand views. 

A set of criteria was determined from attributes in the dataset that logically contribute to either the videos’ SEO or 

trend/popularity. The criteria in question were also determined by commonalities across a vast number of video content 

platforms, which focus more on the essential attributes of a video. In order to perform pairwise comparison, weights 

were derived from coefficients generated using Linear Regression. Following the creation of the model, we identify the 

categories with the highest potential for gaining views. Based on the results, the study may be performed in another time 

frame to reflect the major shifts in public interest over time. Thus, the importance of its repeatability and degree of 

usability across datasets from different platforms is emphasized. 
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1. Introduction 

In contemporary society, social media is changing the way people create, share, and consume information [1]. 

These social media platforms are being driven by the content created by and for their users. These types of content are 

known as User Generated Content (UGC). Being a content producer on these platforms is becoming a more viable way 

to earn an income in the creative space. The content production through social media allow users to fulfil their 

information, entertainment, and mood management needs, while its generation (or sharing) allows for self-expression 

and self-actualization [2]. The exponential growth of social media in contemporary society makes them necessary tools 

for communication, content creation, sharing, and business growth [3]. 

With more and more creators present on a platform, competition can be detrimental to success since viewership 

share is diluted by more participants. One other factor is the introduction of content from traditional media companies, 

usually in the form of video clips of shows broadcast on television networks and cable networks. These types of 

content are called non-user generated content. For traditional media companies interested in entering the internet media 

market, one would have to use one of the many video sharing platforms. They have the capacity and capability to 

produce content on any topic or category. However, not all content posted on video platforms such as YouTube gets 

the desired attention, and only a fraction can reach a large audience, particularly the videos posted by social media 

marketers expecting millions of views [4-8]. Companies want to identify these categories with the highest potential for 

a high number of views on the platform, thereby maximizing profit while considering parameters affecting the quality 

and timeliness of video production and publishing. 
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In this paper, we measure the characteristics of videos from different categories, in terms of video duration, view 

counts, and user engagement, and assess their potential for revenue. By understanding the characteristics of videos 

with high view counts, the study will help traditional media companies determine the type of content they would want 

to produce to ensure returns on investment. Based on our initial observations of the data [9], we discovered that the 

videos in different categories have noticeably different characteristics. This study aims to identify categories with the 

potential for high view counts, using criteria common to most video sharing platforms. The study also aims to 

formulate a methodology that can be easily reused against different video sharing platforms, as well as across time 

periods.  

2. Methods 

2.1. Dataset 

The data is sourced from video sharing websites from 2017 (N~200,000). The features we consider for each video 
are video length (in seconds), number of views, category names, video resolution, the word count of the title, and the 
word count of the tags used. Features common to social media platforms are functions to boost social interaction [10], 
such as, the user’s ability to post comments on a video, like or dislike a video, or share a video on other social 
networking platforms such as Facebook or Twitter. For this study, we will incorporate likes and dislikes and/or their 
ratio.  

The features that were identified for this study can be found on most, if not all, social media platforms, especially 

for video content. This is to enable the methodology to be used easily across datasets from the different platforms, 

which in and of themselves have different priorities. For example, some platforms only permit short form videos, while 

platforms directed at gaming content generally have hour-long videos. Another example is with categories, where there 

are different methods of categorization per platform. 

2.2. Linear Regression in Calculating Criterion Weights 

In the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), the decision maker makes comparisons between pairs of attributes or 

alternatives. In real applications the comparisons are subject to judgmental errors. Based on this model we present the 

formulae for the evaluation of the estimates of the AHP-weights obtained by regression analysis [11].  

For the calculation of weight for each criterion, we utilized Linear Regression to estimate weights from the 

resulting coefficients. The target variable would be view count as it is the primary driver of assessing rate of income on 

any video sharing platform. The model is presented in statistical formula as follows: 

�̂� = 𝑏𝑜 +  𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑋2 +  𝑏3𝑋3 + 𝑏4𝑋4  +  𝑏5𝑋5                                                                                     (1) 

Where: 

�̂�: Views; 

𝑋1: Length; 

𝑋2: Quality; 

𝑋3: Title Length Count; 

𝑋4: Tag Word Count; 

𝑋5: Like to Dislike Ratio, denoted as Rating. 

2.3. Linear Regression in Calculating Alternative Weights with regards to each Criterion 

Using the same process as with assessing weights for criteria, the researcher performed the same with regards to 

each category. As with any topics that can be viewed on the platform, not all of them can be produced in such a way 

that exemplify the attributes identified as primary success factors. In order to perform regression on multiple 

categorical variables, the categories are coded into its’ own matrix of Boolean values. A sample of the model is shown 

below: 

𝐶1̂ = 𝑏𝑜 + 𝑏1𝑋1 +  𝑏2𝑋2 + 𝑏3𝑋3 +  𝑏4𝑋4 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛                        (2) 

Where: 

𝐶1̂: Criterion Coefficient 

𝑋𝑛: Category n (as parsed and identified from the dataset) 

This process is repeated for each criterion. With this we can proceed with presenting the AHP model with the 

weights being provided by the above methods. Then, pairwise comparisons are made and calculated after estimation of 
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weights from applying linear regression against criteria and against the category with regards to the criteria. This was 

done via Python using Numpy, Scikit-Learn, Pandas, as well as other utility functions. 

2.4. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Model 

Figure 1 shows the 4 layers of AHP. The first layer shows the main goal, which is the identification of the 

category/topic to focus on for maximum potential views. The primary criteria the researched has selected are 

production quality, search engine optimization, and user engagement. The secondary criteria that the researcher has 

selected are length, quality, # of words in the video title, # of tags used to describe the video, or by votes, ratings, likes 

or dislikes. 

 

Figure 1. Generalized AHP Model 

These criteria are generally the parameters content creators tune during the production process. Length is an 

important decision to make as it is highly correlated with production time. Content producers must decide on a balance 

of production time and quality to ensure a consistent upload schedule. Video quality is another primary factor as this 

pertains to the actual recording quality, as well as production value. Tags improve the videos’ visibility in the 

platform’s search functionality. User rating reflects how well the videos are received by viewers, this may depend on 

the presentation (positive/negative, conservative/controversial) of a specific issue or topic within the general category.  

Also, videos with higher ratio of likes per view, higher negative sentiment in comments, and higher view count are 

more likely to be watched [12]. Higher user engagement in any kind of way is more likely to be shared, in either to 

continue the discussion or to have their social network have a say in the content of the video. 

Videos from different categories have different statistics on video duration, popularity, user engagement and so on 

[9], and thus each category have different priorities in which to maximize views. Video platforms permits users to 

share different categories of videos with different groups of people [13]. Thus, we believe that different types or 

categories of video (e.g., music, comedy, drama, and animation) may affect view count differently. 

3. Results 

3.1. Dataset Exploration and Pre-Requisites for Linear Regression 

From the dataset, alternatives were generated from the unique categories of the data used, which resulted into 84 

categories. Categorical data is converted into binary columns before performing linear regression. Data was processed 

in Python using standard statistical libraries.  
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For the features in the dataset, shown from a sample set in Figure 2, we have video length in seconds, number of 

views, number of likes and dislikes, the number of tags, and the word count of the title. We observe that there can be 

cases where two (or more) categories can be tied to a video. This will be considered upon creation of the model 

through the means of coding. Aside from this we also have the quality variable denoted as “hd” in the dataset. Further 

inspection of the likes and dislikes, we can simplify into a singular value as a ratio between the two. This is to remove 

multi-collinearity between likes and dislikes. 

 

Figure 2. Sample of the Dataset 

Looking at the summary statistics of the dataset in Figure 3, we see that the average video length is about 15 

minutes, with the minimum of 5 seconds. This may be due to having videos from short duration video platforms line 

Vine or TikTok, re-published to other video sharing websites. Videos longer that 15 minutes tend to be educational in 

nature, or in the form of radio shows and/or podcasts on a myriad of topics. An appealing study on user generated 

content illustrated the result of difference video popularity and length between user generated content and non-user 

generated content [14-16]. A mean view count of around 420k shows us that most of the videos on the dataset are 

somewhat popular in nature. Title and word count seem to be in close correlation, as tags can be derived from 

keywords used in video titles. Some such practices are called keyword brainstorming in the SEO space.  

 

Figure 3. Summary Statistics of Numerical Data in Dataset 

3.2. Pre-Requisites for Linear Regression 

One of the prerequisites in utilizing linear regression is to verify if the independent variables follow a normal 

distribution. A normal distribution is a probability distribution of outcomes that is symmetrical or forms a bell curve. 

In a normal distribution 68% of the results fall within one standard deviation and 95% fall within two standard 

deviations. In order to visualize this, we need to plot the logarithmic values of the independent variables individually.  

Inspecting the log density of the numerical variables in Figure 4, we could see that almost all, apart from tag count, 

can be considered a normal distribution. This shows that most variables are appropriate to be used in linear regression 

in order to get weights from the coefficients. 

3.3. Linear Regression 

From the results, we see that that the R-score for the linear regression model to predict view count from the 

independent variables (length, quality, title/tag word count, and like to dislike ratio), would be around 0.02, which is 

quite low. Regardless of the R-squared, the significant coefficients still represent the mean change in the response for 

one unit of change in the predictor while holding other predictors in the model constant. As such, we can still draw 

important conclusions about how changes in the predictor values are associated with changes in the response value. 

For the weighs of alternatives shown in Table 1, we can see that quality has the highest R score from the criteria, 

followed by tag word count, rating, title word count, with length having the smallest score. With average network 

throughput increasing year-by-year, it is apparent that more and more users demand content produced in higher 

fidelity. Improvements in screen resolution for both mobile devices and home systems affect viewing experience 

negatively when consuming lower quality videos.  
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Figure 4. Log Distribution of Primary Independent Variables 

Table 1. Identified Criteria with Calculated Weights 

Criteria Coefficient Weight 

Length 3.575928 0.000032 

Quality 57838.21097 0.510905 

Title Word Count 11411.26086 0.1008 

Tag Word Count 28163.24316 0.248776 

Rating 15791.0216 0.139488 
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Table 2 presents the results after the creation of the linear regression models to verify how well the metrics affect 

the primary criteria. It is apparent that video quality holds the most weight in determining the popularity of a video. 

Tag count also has a significant effect on views as it positively affects the videos’ visibility in search results as well as 

their being correctly identified in profiling algorithms. It will be more likely to be suggested to viewers who have also 

watched videos that have similar tags. 

Table 2. Table of R Scores for model with regards to each criterion 

Criteria R Score 

Length 0.006244838 

Quality 0.990978027 

Title Word Count 0.074178505 

Tag Word Count 0.273546934 

Rating 0.139005149 

User rating follows tag count in the comparison of R scores. Videos suggested based on the profiling of viewers’ 

interests will also have a higher likelihood of being liked, commented on, and shared by those users. Viewers who are 

trying to find content outside their usual interests may be attracted to a video with a higher level of user engagement. 

Title word count has a slightly less significant score than that of tag count. It may be due to the limitations of how 

much information one is able to include in such a small space. At most times, titles are used to entice viewers to 

misleading to the actual content, aptly named "click bait" titles. 

Using more tags that describe the video in order to increase visibility in search engines also proves to be a good 

indicator that it will have more views. Keywords taken from either the video’s title or determined through keyword 

brainstorming can be an effective way of capturing more viewer share. Scores from user engagement, either through 

voting or a like/dislike system, also prove to be a good metric in determining whether a specific video gets more views. 

As more and more active viewers engage with the content through the provided means, it is more likely to be shared 

across their own social networks, thus increasing the view count even further. Title word count has a significantly 

lower weight when compared to tag count, as tags don’t have the limitation of character or word length. Some context 

may be lost when titles must be able to convey the essence of the video in such a short space. In certain videos, titles 

and tags are used in complement, with having a catchy title not exactly describing what the video entails, while having 

tags correctly identify content for target viewers. 

The lowest weight was video length. As seen from the summary statistics, videos come in many lengths and forms, 

from 5 seconds to a couple of hours. As far as the results show, video length does not entirely matter in terms of 

potential view counts. Shorter videos can be consumed easily, while longer videos tend to have more potential for 

revenue outside of view counts, such as advertisements that are part of the production, or advertisements inserted by 

the platform in the middle of videos. With these primary weights, we can proceed to calculate the weights for the 

alternatives for each of the criteria. 

3.4. AHP Weight Calculation 

Table 3 shows the calculated weights for the top 5 categories, with weights against each criterion, with the final 

column being the final composite weight. As the previous section observed the weights regarding views, this section 

will discuss observations made on the distribution of the weights for each category. Table 3 shows that the top two 

categories were concerned with video/production quality. However, the 2nd top category’s composite weight (cat42) 

holds close to the top category even though it has a significantly lower weight on the length criteria. This may prove to 

show that video length does not entirely matter if the video production quality is high. The 3rd category (cat5) might 

describe average-length videos but with lower video quality. Its composite weight is being raised by higher quality or 

number of tags, as well as its user rating, which has the highest weight of the top 3 categories. 

Table 3. Top Categories from the Utilized Methodology 

Alternative Weight vs. Length Weight vs. Quality Title Word Count Tag Word Count Weight vs. Rating Composite Weight 

cat34 0.03421495 0.4067542 0.041242 0.023159 0.002266 0.218049 

cat42 0.0048955 0.40560906 0.021549 0.010997 0.011571 0.21375 

cat5 0.01885897 0.08716162 0.013686 0.014179 0.014565 0.051471 

cat29 0.00130151 0.01740777 0.036413 0.009682 0.002597 0.015335 

cat71 0.00818821 0.00266157 0.013987 0.012763 0.013788 0.007868 
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4. Conclusion 

The utilization of linear regression for estimating weights in AHP proved to be a good approach for processing data 

generated from high-traffic social media platforms. It can remove biases that can come from small sample sizes, such 

as surveys directed at a handful of executives. The more data-driven research becomes, it is inherently more reliable, 

and the more easily it can be implemented in other industries or subject matters. The independent variables in the study 

were chosen with the importance of being able to apply the methodology across different video platforms, as well as 

being easy to repeat in periodic time frames. This is to easily capture shifts in trends, changes in categorization, as well 

as changes in how videos are measured.  

From this study, we have found that for the dataset used, video length does not matter as much as view count. Also, 

we have found out that while some attributes have consistent weights across most categories, like search engine 

optimization related attributes (titles, tags), some categories value other attributes more than those of other categories. 

This can be useful to media companies, or other individuals who peruse the methods in this study, to selectively 

control how a production should be made for the categories they have selected. It can also be noted that the study did 

not select a singular category. Instead, the study presents the top categories by their composite weight. This is to 

further express that different categories have characteristics that may be better or worse than those of their peers, with 

composite weights being relatively equal. This would mean that the individuals who may use this model can have 

more control over the final decision of selecting a category according to their priority over certain video attributes. 
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